
Preliminary Experiments
10 English-language poems from different modern and post-modern 
authors covering the full range of free verse poetry and prosodic styles.

We find that text-speech alignment works well:

• 90-98% coverage for half the poems
• outliers: W.C.Williams (mumbling, old recording), A. Stewart (overlaid 
   music and echos), C. Bök (segmental sound poetry)
• problems: text normalization, grapheme-to-phoneme conversion, .
• no formal evaluation of alignment quality (RMSE) yet

Prosodic modelling with AuToBI works reasonably well.

• accumulation of differences in circled area (as observed manually by 
   first author – a theory-agnostic speech scientist)
• result of syncopation (as explained by second author – the philological 
   expert on the team)
• will be further examined by annotating (and machine-learning) 
   syncopations as a phenomenon of (some) poetry
➔ combination of large coverage and deep philological understanding

Next Steps of Our Work
• scale up from 10 poems to large amounts (hundreds of hours)
➔ import of lyrikline.org corpus including representation of metadata
➔ reasonable use of machine learning over multitude of features

• build (web-based) infrastructure for iterative, human-in-the-loop
   cycling between machine learning and manual annotation
➔ human effort focused on what appears interesting to the model

Please e-mail us for further information:

• baumann@informatik.uni-hamburg.de 
• bumesi@zedat.fu-berlin.de 

http://www.rhythmicalizer.net
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Our upcoming project will be funded by a Volkswagen Foundation grant 
within the Mixed Methods in the Humanities program.

ABSTRACT:
Modern poetry has developed free-verse prosody: a post-metrical lyrical 
prosody that employs rhythmical features of everyday language.

We plan to analyze free-verse prosody using large corpora of modern 
and post-modern poetry in both their written form and as spoken aloud 
by the author combining the strengths of humans and machines, namely 
deep understanding and broad coverage.

We use standard language and speech processing tools in order to align 
text and speech, to generate a null-model of how a poem would be read 
by a naïve reader, and to extract contrastive features used by the poet. 

This paper: proof-of-concept of the methodology using small amounts 
of data and small feature set (limited to ToBI [1]).

Full project: use methodology to iteratively build prosody models using 
machine learning that is extended and validated using a human-in-the-
loop approach.

The Prosody of Free-verse Poetry
• new rhythmical features replace traditional meter
• new interplay of line and stanza: length, integrity, grouping, .
• based on contemporary colloquial speech [2] and music [3]

Examples:
• isocolic step-down-line (W.C.Williams) related to the imagistic rhythm 
   of cadence [4] which is similar to the idea of parsing-by-chunks [5]
• isoperiodic rhythm (A.Ginsberg, C.Olson) based on breath units [6]

Consequences:
• considerably more complex and diverse usage of the linguistic 
   hierarchy to carry poetic prosodic meaning.
• interplay of isochronicity ←→ heterochronocity on various levels
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Methodology
1. automatically align the author's speech to the written poem

➔ also useful for manual inspection and a prerequisite for annotation
2. extract prosodic features (e.g. ToBI [1])

➔ however, ToBI is not complete/ideal for poetic prosody (see left side)
3. in the future: also extract other prosodic features 

and features of language and textual form
4. derive rhythmical patterns (“standard” prosody modeling)

➔ using CRFs, HMMs, or NNs – or focus on readable models (e.g.RIPPER[8])
5. contrast patterns against null model of prosody based on speech synthesis

➔ What makes a poem special? – whatever it is that distinguishes 
the poetic from from standard, non-poetic speech.

6. full project: human expert steers decision-making towards philologically 
relevant explanations in a human-in-the-loop approach:
➔ introduce philologically grounded concepts (via annotation)
➔ analyze preliminary models and favour 'reasonable' explanations

7. comprehend and discover influences using data-driven techniques

Implementation

We use tools for standard speech as the basis of our tool chain:

• automatic speech-text-alignment technology [9] based on Sphinx-4 [10]
• null model of (non-poetic) speech provided by MaryTTS [11]
• intonation analysis (at present) based on AuToBI [12]
• machine-learning using standard tools such as WEKA [13]

Data Sources/Material

We collaborate with lyrikline.org, a website
containing hundreds of hours of author-spoken
poetry. We intend to extend our collaboration
to further partners (such as PennSound and PoetryFoundation).
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The first lines of “The Weary Blues” by Langston Hughes.
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Working Hypothesis for a Prosodic Hierarchy for Free-verse Poetry

Categorization of Some Poet's Works According to Philological Analysis [7]
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ToBI intonation of non-poetic null model and the author's reading:


